If anyone doubts that we are becoming more civilized, they should have been present at the press conference given by retired KGB colonel Oleg Nechiporenko on 9 January. Even the doubting Thomases among us would have realized that retired intelligence workers at home and abroad are fearlessly supplying journalists with information on secret matters and, moreover, still refuting statements by their superior officers (also retired, of course).

In this case, the superior officer in question was none other than Oleg Kalugin. As we have already reported, he has claimed in several interviews with U.S. television companies that KGB personnel questioned (or interrogated) three U.S. prisoners of war in Vietnam in 1978, i.e. five years after Hanoi said it had released all prisoners. This feature of the interviews has excited U.S. public opinion most of all.

Colonel Nechiporenko completely demolished General Kalugin's story. First, the incident took place in 1973, rather than 1978 — immediately after the signing of the Paris agreements on Indochina. Second, he had only talked to one American in Hanoi — he worked at the CIA residence in the city of Da Nang and specialized in the Soviet Union.

According to the colonel, the meeting organized by "Vietnamese friends" was not without its humorous side. The Vietnamese introduced him to the American as a member of staff of an Eastern European country's foreign ministry. The American saw through this subterfuge, although he gave no sign. The conversation, which lasted between two and two and a half hours, was followed by a lunch break. Naturally, the colonel was eager to continue, but disappointment awaited him. The Vietnamese informed him that the "contact had refused another meeting."

Consequently, he had to give the list of questions prepared in Moscow to his "friends," so that they could pump the information out of the American. Reference information — mainly confirming what the KGB already knew — was eventually obtained from an enemy spy held prisoner for five years.

A U.S. journalist at the press conference tried to find out the name of the prisoner. Nechiporenko replied that Washington already knows the prisoner's identity and that it could not be revealed to journalists for reasons of "professional solidarity."

O. Kalugin has not been overly worried by these considerations — not so much in his attitude to his former rivals as with regard...
TO HIS FORMER COMRADES. THE RETIRED GENERAL HAS NOT STOOD ON CEREMONY WHEN ASSESSING HIS FORMER COLLEAGUES. SO WHAT PROMPTED HIM TO MAKE HIS DISCLOSURES? THAT QUESTION, THE COLONEL SMILED, WOULD BE BEST ANSWERED BY THE MEDICS. HE ALSO MADE IT CLEAR THAT HE WOULD NOT OBJECT TO THE GENERAL BEING BROUGHT BEFORE AN OFFICERS' COURT OF HONOR.


HAVING ACHIEVED INSTANT FAME AS A RESULT OF THE EPISODE IN VIETNAM, O. NECHIPORENKO KEPT A MODEST SILENCE ABOUT HIS OTHER BRUSH WITH HISTORY -- HIS MEETINGS WITH LEE HARVEY OSWALD, FUTURE ASSASSIN OF U.S. PRESIDENT KENNEDY. HOWEVER, JOURNALISTS QUESTIONED HIM ABOUT THIS TOO. THE COLONEL WAS CHARY WITH THE DETAILS. HE ADMITTED THAT HE AND TWO KGB COLLEAGUES MET OSWALD TWICE AT THE SOVIET EMBASSY IN MEXICO IN 1963, APPROXIMATELY TWO MONTHS BEFORE THE ASSASSINATION.

WHAT DID THEY TALK ABOUT? THE OSWALD CASE REMAINS A STAIN ON WORLD HISTORY, AND NECHIPORENKO HAS PROMISED TO SHED SOME LIGHT ON THE SUBJECT. HOWEVER, ANYONE WHO WANTS TO FIND OUT WHAT THEYTalkED ABOUT WILL OBIously HAVE TO PAY: THIS MATERIAL IS A "COMMERCIAL SECRET" OF THE COLONEL AND HIS TWO COLLEAGUES.

SUCH A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO WORLD HISTORY HAS TO BE ADMIREd. AS WE CAN SEE, RETIRED KGB STAFFERS ARE INCREASINGLY ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT ADOPTING THE NORMS OF CONDUCT WIDESPREAD AMONG THEIR COLLEAGUES IN THE WEST. NEVERTHLESS, THE QUESTION REMAINS: IS IT RIGHT TO USE SECRET INFORMATION OBTAINED IN STATE SERVICE FOR COMMERCIAL PURPOSES?
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